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A time of changing has begun
(Already has begun)
The leaves are fallen and undone
(Fallen and undone)
Inside my spirit starts to run
(Inside you start to run)
And all my fears are overcome
(Fears are overcome)

I feel
The time has come and that it's for real
I see
The future turn inside of me
I find
I'm ready to rewind
And erase the pain that's haunted me in time

I watch the days as they fly by
(Days as they fly by)
The turmoil ceases to subside
(Ceases to subside)
Beyond the shadows freedoms hide
(You know that we all hide)
And now the chances have arrived
(Chances have arrived)

I feel
The time has come and that it's for real
I see
The future burst inside of me
I find
The need to rewind
And replace the pain that takes what's in my mind

I can't escape
This feeling that my world's about to break
And I can't wait
For all that's built inside to finally wake
This time I know
That what's ahead will likely overflow
Although, my fear is bound to grow
As time will show
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I feel
The time has come and that it's for real
I see
The future burst inside of me
I find
I'm ready to rewind
And erase the pain that's haunted me in time

I can't escape
The knowledge that my world is full of hate
I can't resist
The urge to seek out all that might exist
As I tread on
The world may think I'm gone
And erase the pain that's traced what I've become
It's all undone
It's all undone
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